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SALUT! Salut. Project Reflection 

This album has taken ups and downs. I wrote,  produced, and mixed/mastered this 

project. The album must be completed on the 5th of May and I was very limited with 

visual production. That dynamic ironically provided collaboration I  would have never 

fathom it work amid pandemic:  

❖ I created a Social distant music video.  

❖ I recorded and produced the (4) track Album. That lessened the huge workload or 

recording and producing by creating demos of the tracks beforehand. The final 

step of the process was the mixing/mastering.  

❖ Created Artwork for Banana Berry 

➢ Cover Art 

➢ Motion GIF 

❖ Made a script for Sweet Dreamin’ 

❖ Upon finishing the EP, I uploaded and distributed the songs onto iTunes, Google 

Play, and Amazon Music.  

 

I really enjoyed every step of this process. Sure, I could have been unproductive and 

overwhelmed, but in hindsight I’m glad I preserved. Personally, I think that limitations 

and deadlines are essential to getting the job done well and efficiently. Another issue 

may be the actual recording; since playing live has an unpredictable nature to it we have 

come to accept that aspect of performance. The Covid19 pandemic has also limited both 

sources and collaborations 

 

The results of my plans: a visual album in the form of a multi-part short film with 

individual themes that form a cohesive experience, were not exactly as I envisioned. 

However, “the best laid plans of mice and men often go awry,” but rather than hang my 

head in defeat, I reexamined the possibilities and produced a very personal project that I 

am very proud of, within the limitations of social distancing.  

 

 If Art is life, and the most valuable life skill is the ability to be resilient. Technical 

expertise can be practiced and developed, but a positive and creative spirit must be 

cultivated from within. It might not be measured in grade points, but the evidence is 

undeniable.  



Making ends meet and tying a knot despite modifications and worldwide calamities that 

were out of my control, I believe it is essential to preserve and not waiver under 

pressure. To shift gears when everything is going downhill.  Find your pivot and 

calibrate to new positions. The one thing I've learned, amid pandemic, is how to adapt to 

extreme dynamics. I am a Post-production Director. I learned a lot about the creative 

process, and I learned a lot about myself and what I am capable of doing 

 

 


